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Social is. Get the latest Sims 4..She had 5 minutes to leave the room while the medics were there. I

don't know if you can have a lock down situation while an ambulance is there and I do know that
they shut off the phone for her while they were there. Reply GODDESS SHOP 12/5/2014 07:30:08 pm
Yeah and they also might have wanted to watch her heart rate so they wouldn't be able to take her
to the hospital. Reply m_sevi 12/5/2014 11:55:46 pm I wish they would of checked her before they
left. Reply Kiwi 12/5/2014 09:28:48 pm Well they shouldnt of left her alone there in the room with

those people then.... Reply Kiwi 12/5/2014 09:28:49 pm lol Reply KristaS 12/5/2014 09:34:41 pm I've
been in similar situations. The last time I was in it, I was in labor at 30 weeks. I was taken to the
hospital (first time I'd ever been in labor!) I had about 5 minutes before the anesthesiologist got
there. I was sitting up in bed and I was screaming my lungs out. I'm sure it was out of fear of the
pain I was going through and out of fear of the unknown, but I felt like I needed to say something.

Anyways, they stopped me from talking and made me wait until they arrived to check me over and
all. So, I was left in the room for a good bit of time, sitting in labor, still screaming. I can only imagine
what happened in that situation. Reply MizMama 12/5/2014 09:36:46 pm I'm glad this is a first time
experience for you! I agree, we need to be with our babies! Oh I hope that things turn out well for
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